RECEIPTS

<GENERAL FUND>; PROPERTY TAX 340,829; PROPERTY REPLACEMENT TAX 3,339; INCOME TAX 757,261; TELECOM.UTIL.TAX 107,886; VIDEO PROVIDER FEE 28,380; SALES TAX 1,232,171; PARK HILLS SALES TAX 62,470; N.H.R.SALES TAX 731,685; USE TAX 185,453; NONRETAIL BUSINESS TAX 22,506; Video Gaming Terminal-Tax(5%) 123,816; VEH LEASE TAX 1% STATE TAX USE 26,291; VEH LEASE TAX $2.75 UNIT/LEASE 30,729; INTERTRACK WAGER TAX (1%) 67,064; LICENSE-MOTORCYCLES 398; LICENSE-CARS & RV'S 57,317; LICENSE-TRUCKS 10,195; LICENSE-SENIOR CITIZENS 394; LICENSE-TRANSFERS 170; LIQUOR LICENSE 32,700; ANIMAL LICENSE 284; FRANCHISE FEES - CABLE 79,918; FRANCHISE FEE - ELECTRIC 149,337; FRANCHISE FEE - NATURAL GAS 83,005; FRANCHISE FEE - WATER 104,503; BUSINESS LICENSE 40,880; VENDING LICENSE 3,075; CONTAINER LICENSE 16,760; CONTRACTOR LICENSE 31,375; Video Gaming Term Fee ($25) 500; FIREWORKS "2000" 31; Village Celebration Donations 23,725; POLICE FINES 299,877; POLICE TOWING FINES 125,310; MISCELLANEOUS FINES 1,050; STATE GRANT-FAST COPS 1,000; INSURANCE REIMBURSEMENT 8,131; MISCELLANEOUS REIMBURSEMENT 2,386; CHECKING ACCOUNT INTEREST 144; IPTIP INTEREST 2,450; CASH OVER/SHORT 5; UNREALIZED GAIN/LOSS 27; X-FER FROM CAPITAL PROJ (40) 323,955; XFER FR OTHR 42,44,57,58,60,64 685; XFER PR SERIES 2017 BOND FD-51 27,130; X-FER FR TIF(61)-PROJ FD (54) 1,408; POLICE REPORTS 985; GIFTS & DONATIONS 1,755; MISCELLANEOUS 33,417; MFR MISCELLANEOUS 250; NON RESIDENTIAL MISCELLANEOUS 54,143; SINGLE FAMILY MISCELLANEOUS 17,627; ZONING VARIATIONS 1,500; CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION FEES 37,854; PLANNER REVIEW - ENNESSER 31,875; REVIEW FEES OTHER CONSULTANTS 8,225; ENGINEER REVIEW-INSPECTION FEE 7,000; HEALTH INSPECTION FEES 7,200; ELEVATOR INSPECTION FEES 750; RFP INSPECTION FEES 2,900; SIGN INSPECTION FEES 9,255; MISCELLANEOUS BILL BACK 3,175; DEVELOPER DONATIONS-VILLAGE 17,350; BALLET 4-6 YRS 335; BALLET 3-4 YEARS 296; MUNCHKIN MINI CAMP SESSION I 320; CO-ED BASKETBALL 7-9 YEARS 480; YOUTH DAY CAMP SESSION I 628; BEGINNING TENNIS 1,419; SOFTBALL SUNDAY LEAGUE 16" 2,650; WOMENS SOFTBALL LEAGUE 4,235; PARENT CHILD KARATE 1,220; GOLF ALL AGES 85; PLAY SCHOOL 3-4 YEARS 4,802; PLAY SCHOOL 4 YR OLD 10,519; BEGINNING BALLET I 680; CO-ED BASKETBALL 2,240; HIP, HOP & HEALTHY 260; SOCCER 1,027; CO-ED BASKETBALL 2,055; BEGINNING TENNIS 5,877; DODGEBALL 65; BUMPER BOWLING 80; COMBINATION AEROBICS 163; MENS BASKETBALL COMPETITIVE 6,183; WOMENS VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE 1,280; FALL MENS VOLLEYBALL 1,280; CO-REC SOFTBALL LEAGUE 3,125; ADULT KARATE 640; OIL PAINTING 275; PLAY SCHOOL 200; BALLET 3-4 YEARS 1,045; SEASONAL SPORTS/SOCCEER 3,369; CO-ED BASKETBALL 2,023; BEGINNING TUMBLING/ACROBATS 375; HIP HOP & HEALTHY 5-7 YRS 555; GIRLS CHEERLEADING 814; CO-ED BASKETBALL 2,100; BEGINNING TENNIS 6-12 YRS 1,931; CO-ED BASKETBALL 80; BUMPER BOWLING 5-10 YRS 160; COMBINATION AEROBICS 1,398; WOMENS VOLLEYBALL 1,280; WINTER MENS VOLLEYBALL 2,240; KARATE 2,413; HORSE BACK RIDING 95; BEGINNING GOLF 245; OIL PAINTING 110; TURKEY TROT 14,551; SANTA BREAKFAST 1,830; SPECIAL EVENT TRIPS 1,507; FISHING LICENSES 486; GYM RENTAL 5,325; ROOM RENTAL 2,145; LIGHTING FEE'S 62; OUTDOOR FIELD USAGE 5,786; FIT CITY CLUB 265; MISCELLANEOUS RECREATION 1,200; RIDE FARES 1,388; VENDOR FEES 8,950; MISCELLANEOUS 39,102; CS/RS - MISCELLANEOUS 2,030; REVENUE COLLECTIONS UNDER 0.00 -49; TOTAL 5,540,494;

<MFT>; PROPERTY TAXES 23,263; MOTOR FUEL TAX 184,711; MISC REIMBURSEMENT 16,837; IPTIP INTEREST 1,786; TRANSFER FROM GENERAL FUND 122; TOTAL 226,270;

<NON-DRUG SEIZED MONEY FUND>; CHECKING ACCOUNT INTEREST 9; TOTAL 9;

<INTEGRITY I>; IPTIP INTEREST 50; TOTAL 50; TOTAL 0;
<POLICE PENSION>; PROPERTY TAX 214,882; IPTIP INTEREST 259; PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 61,621; TOTAL 276,763;

<TOURISM FUND>; HOTEL TAX 111,558; CHECKING ACCOUNT INTEREST 113; INVESTMENT INTEREST 20; TOTAL 111,691;

<CAPITAL PROJECTS>; IPTIP INTEREST 4,718; TRANSFER FROM GENERAL FUND 397,650; TOTAL 402,368; TOTAL 0;

<PARK FUND 3 IL FUNDS>; CHECKING ACCOUNT INTEREST 17; TOTAL 17;

<WETLAND MAINTENANCE>; IPTIP INTEREST 19; TOTAL 19;

<SERIES 2017 BOND FUND>; CHECKING ACCT INTEREST-OP BANK 177; INVESTMENT INTEREST-IL FUNDS 11,303; MISCELLANEOUS 4,004,793; TOTAL 4,016,273; TOTAL 0;

<1992 GO CORPORATE PURPOSE BOND>; IPTIP INTEREST 0; TOTAL 0;

<WORKING CASH BOND FUND>; IPTIP INTEREST 5; TOTAL 5; TOTAL 0;

<TIP ELIGIBLE FUND>; IPTIP INTEREST 11; TOTAL 11; TOTAL 0;

PAYROLL:
AIMONE, JEANETTE 3,602; ANDREWS, AUSTIN J 20,883; BAEZ, JOSEPH P 7,588; BILINA, GLENN E 106,902; BLAHA, MICHAEL A 119,155; BLAHA, RONALD W 81,196; BOSOLD, LINDA C 5,241; BOUTOS, HARALAMBOΣ G 1,080; BREINER, BRAD 3,692; BRKOVIC, JOSHUA 89,848; BROWN, TAMONTE L 314; BURKE, MICHELLE M 4,200; CAFAGNA, THERESE M 3,255; CARENEN, PAUL R 3,133; CARNEY, RASHEED L 2,463; CHRISTOPHER, NICHOLAS J 16,494; CRULL, JOSHUA N 2,355; DAWSON, JEFFREY A 3,866; DAWSON, JULIE 2,971; DAZZO, PATRICK J 5,892; DEFRIES, NICHOLAS W 6,029; DOMINGUEZ, NICHOLAS J 3,758; DOYLE, KEVIN R 110,721; EGGLEBRECHT, MATTHEW G 2,031; ESPOSITO, JOHN D 82,908; ESPOSITO, MATTHEW D 22,701; FALCO, ANTHONY J 7,242; FIORE, BRIDGET A 951; FIORE, MARGARET T 47,952; FLAGG, COREY A 12,655; FLORES, NAISHA 3,623; GAIDES, WILLIAM J 109,097; GEORGIOU, PANAGIOTA 3,591; GIESEY, BOYD J 7,995; GIESEY, CHERYL A 23,008; GORMAN, CONOR W 2,226; GOULETSOS, CONSTANTINOS 45,878; GREENBERG, MARTIN J 2,237; GUZMAN, DIANA 227; HALEEM, ISMAIL 29,198; HANLEY, MICHAEL J 63,738; HASTINGS II, KYLE R 4,050; HASTINGS, KYLE R 5,250; HEATTER, JOSETE M 3,754; HENDRICKS, LISA C 8,589; HENDZELL, GARY W 21; HERRERA, THALIA 656; HOEKSTRA, KYLE A 1,639; HOOD, ANDRE C 3,024; HOVORKA, COLIN P 11,311; IANNANTONE, JENNIFER L 4,050; ISPAS, NICHOLAS S 16,124; JANACHOWSKI, JOSEPH A 4,050; JANACHOWSKI, JOSEPH M 89,139; JANKOSKY, ROBYN 7,455; JANKOSKY, SAMANTHA E 2,386; JELINEK, JERRY J 228; JUDGE, KONNER W 924; KANOFSKY, CHRISTOPHER A 611; KASLEWICZ, BRENDEN 3,564; KASLEWICZ, ROBERT A 16,645; KIEBLES, CONRAD 108,377; KISSANE, MARCIA A 3,900; KLUKIS, KAREN A 61,820; KOWALSKI, DEBORAH J 1,386; KRUEGER, WILLIAM J 1,459; KRUPA III, JOHN 3,719; LE MONIER, MICHELLE K 7,437; LEDDIN, WILLIAM J 827; MARCUM, NICHOLAS J 1,785; MARTIRE, ALYSSA A 1,431; MCHALE, JOHN M 16,433; METER, CARSON J 1,827; METZGER, JOAN 945; MICHAEL, WILLIAM M 6,713; MILLER, RICHARD M 14,201; MISSAGGIA, EMILY K 3,906; MOLLOY, JAMES E 95,089; MORRIS, JOSEPH J 2,138; MORRISON, CANDICE M 4,050; MULICA, DANIEL J 9,303; MULTON, RUSSELL 3,528; MUNGCAL, ADRIAN KYLE A 5,638; MURILLO, GERARDO 17,292; MYERS, CODY R 11,586; MYERS, JULIE 12,613; NAFELDT, KENNEY J 5,517; NICHOL, MICHAEL C 698; O'CONNOR, JACOB P 1,188; O'HERN, MARJORIE D 83,419; O'NEILL, BRIAN D 96,988; ORTIZ III, ROBERT A 1,743; OSANTOWSKI, SCOTT 4,314; PAHL, MICHAEL J 14,905; PAPROCKI, KEITH W
LIABILITY
5STAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 7,464; AFLAC WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS 17,357;
NATIONWIDE RETIREMENT SOLUTION 15,996; THE PRIVATEBANK & TRUST CO 6,347;
TEAMSTER LOCAL UNION #727 5,808; NATIONAL RETIREMENT SOLUTIONS 1,301; MB
FINANCIAL BANK 61,621; TEAMSTERS LOCAL UNION #700 10,283; TOTAL 126,176;

EXPENDITURES AND EXPENSES
5STAR LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 3,633; 5TH DISTRICT SWAT 1,000; A & T
LANDSCAPING 5,085; A J SMITH FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK 472; ACCURATE OFFICE
SUPPLY CO 7,928; ADR SYSTEMS OF AMERICA LLC 3,729; AED SUPERSTORE 57; AIRY'S
INC. 6,617; AK THE MAYFLOWER HOTEL 503; ALL AMERICAN SEALCOATING, INC. 900;
ALL AROUND AMUSEMENTS, INC. 1,000; ALL CLEAR CLEANOUT SERVICES 2,185; ALL
MODERN 130; ALL OUR CHILDREN'S 50; ALL STAR TROPHIES 1,629; ALLEGRA 1,434;
ALL FOUR FUN 250; ALLIED 100 LLC 441; AMERICAN LEGAL PUBLISHING 2,606;
AMERICAN PUBLIC WORKS ASSOC 196; AMERICAN ENGLISH 5,000; VJA MUSIC PARENTS
ASSOCIATION 370; ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE 374; APPLIED GEOSCIENCE, INC. 4,750;
ARAMARK 973; ARIC ICE RINK 780; ASCAP 348; AUTO ZONE 765; AXON ENTERPRISE,
INC. 471; B & H PHOTO 2,984; B & J TOWING & AUTO REPAIR 47; BAL INDUSTRIES
1,200; BARR TREE CARE 6,543; BARRACO'S 172; CAITLIN BARRERA 108; BATTERIES
PLUS 130; MARY BELLIVEAU 226; BEST BUY 950; BETTENHAUSEN DODGE 2,871; BIG
TENT EVENTS 11,490; BILL PEREPECHKO 230; BIRNBERG MACHINERY, INC. 526;
RONALD BLAHA 700; BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD 311,093; BMI 349; LINDA BOSOLD 69;
BRADLEY E BRINK 76,438; JOSHUA BRKKOVC 1,050; BROOK ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
961; BUMPER TO BUMPER 1,374; BUREAU OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES 400; CHRISTOPHER
B. BURKE 79,129; TOM BURKE 275; CABLE TIES & MORE 120; CATHARINE CAHUE 50;
CALLONE 15,831; SYDNEY CAMPBELL 200; CAR SPA 70; RAMIRO CARATACHECA 2,250;
CARDINAL JOSEPH BERNARDIN SCHL 540; CAREFREE LAWN SPRINKLERS 2,456;
CARLIN-MORAN LANDSCAPE 4,050; PETTY CASH 1,104; CATCHING FLUIDPOWER, INC. 45;
TIMOTHY J. CEKO 5,454; CENTRAL PARTS WAREHOUSE 1,384; CHICAGO SOUTHLAND
CONVENTION 21,231; CHICAGO TRIBUNE 1,606; CHICAGO SOUTHLAND 770; CHICAGO
BADGE COMPANY 475; CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AGENCY 272; CIRCLE TRACTOR 583;
CLARKE MOSQUITO CONTROL 2,171; CLEANING SPECIALISTS, INC. 250; JOHN
COLANGELO 87; COLD BLOODED CREATURES 425; CHRISTINA COLES 65; COLLINS GROUP,
INC. 128; COLORFULY YOURS INC. 343; COMCAST CABLE 4,433; COMMONWEALTH
EDISON 10,680; COMPASS MINERALS AMERICA 6,148; ANNA CONTRERAS 77; COOK
COUNTY TREASURER 6,924; DAN CORNING 5,000; COUNTRYSIDE LAWN & GARDEN, INC
220; COUNTY OF COOK, ILLINOIS 3,152; CREATIVE PRODUCT SOURCING, INC 211;
COLETTE CREHAN 125; CRITICAL REACH 285; CROSSMARK PRINTING INC. 23,415;
HENRY CZAJEWSKI 200; "D" CONSTRUCTION, INC. 128,456; DAN D JAC'S 13,614;
DANCE IMAGES 1,000; DAVCOM ELECTRIC 10,183; JEFF DAWSON 2,466; DE LAGE
LANDEN 3,782; DE BE FIRE TIRE & AUTO SERVICE 35,788; DEL GALDO LAW GROUP, LLC
27,530; KATHRYN DEMPSEY 200; DINO JUMP 600; DISPLAYS2GO 114; DON'S AUTO
INTERIOR 850; DOOLIN'S 480; KEVIN DOYLE 700; JENNIFER DUFFY 90; THE EAGLE
UNIFORM CO., INC. 4,427; ECONO SIGNS 5,522; EDWARD ELECTRIC 23,124; EJ USA,
INC. 146; ELEMENT GRAPHICS & DESIGN 55; ELEVATOR SYSTEMS, INC. 2,415;
ELINEUP LLC 600; YASER ELKHATIB 135; SCOTT ELLIOT 980; EMIL'S TIRES 1,490;
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING GROUP 2,400; JOHN ESPOSITO 42; CHRISTINE EVANS 50;
EVON'S TROPHIES 349; EYE MED 3,330; EZ SIGN COMPANY 3,450; FCC CORPORATION,
INC. 9,680; FIFTH THIRD BANK 60,455; FIRESTONE COMPLETE AUTO CARE 139; WEX
BANK 62,813; FLOORS INC. 4,820; FLYING TIGERS ARMY 70; FORD MOTOR CREDIT
COMPANY LLC 18,183; FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY LLC 11,731; JOE RIZZA FORD
2,089; FOREST VIEW FARMS 978; WILLIAM R. FRITZ 1,415; WILLIAM GAIDES 700;
STEVE GAJDA 370; GALL'S INC 2,443; GALLAGHER ASPHALT 6,284; GARDEN CHALET
556; GUS GEORGE 500; GEORGIOS COMFORT INN 9,272; ROBERT GISH 385; GLOBAL
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 458; KELLY GOJKOVICH 150; GOLDSTAR PRODUCTS INC. 650;
GOLDS LOCKS 3,141; LATOYA GRANDERSON 100; GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINTING 7,807;
ANTHONY GRAY 74; GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTING, INC. 576; GREATER WILL COUNTY
EMERGENCY 100; GW & ASSOCIATES 35,000; HALDEMAN-HOMME 1,306; HALL SIGNS,
INC. 664; CAROL HAMILTON 9,253; MIKE HANLEY 363; KERRY HARDING 40; HARRIS
COMPUTER 8,937; KYLE HASTINGS 1,161; KYLE R. HASTINGS II 2,624; KATHY
BERINGER 1,440; HEARTS & FLOWERS 598; HERITAGE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 3,767;
HINIE'S McCARTHY'S 1,133; HIFI EVENTS, INC. 4,000; HILTON CHICAGO 1,789;
HOME DEPOT 484; JOHN HORNEIJ 175; IL ASSOCIATION FOR FLOODPLAIN 50; IL
COUNTIES RISK MGMT TRUST 280,101; IACP 315; ILLINOIS CITY/COUNTY 258;
ILLINOIS HOMICIDE 195; ILLINOIS LAW ENFORCEMENT 60; ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL
LEAGUE 2,116; ILLINOIS FIRE & POLICE 375; ILLINOIS PROSECUTOR SERVICES 200;
ILLINOIS PUBLIC PENSION 795; ILLINOIS STATE TREASURER 552; INGALLS
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, 1,675; INSPE ASSOCIATES, LTD 7,620; INTERNATIONAL ASSOC.
CHIEFS 150; INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 50; ICMA 768; INTERSTATE BATTERY 632;
INTOXIMETERS INC 549; J & R SALES & SERVICE, INC. 77; JOSEPH JANACHOWSKI 700;
JMD SHO Outlet 285; THOMAS A JOHNSON 245; JULIE, INC. 1,123; KALUZNY BROS.,
INC. 265; KAMAN FLUID POWER 786; KANSAS STATE BANK 18,455; BRENDEL KASELWICZ
21; KC AUDIO 8,793; KESLIN ENGINEERING, INC. 14,146; KEVRON PRINTING &
MAILING INC. 2,087; CONRAD KIEBLES 1,240; KAREN KLUKIS 102; KIMBERLY KRAMER
200; EDITH KRUPINSKI 525; KUSTOM SIGNALS, INC. 403; LAKESHORE LEARNING
CENTER 355; LANDSCAPE ASSOCIATES 11,579; LAWN-TECH LTD. 564; LEAF 4,026;
WILLIAM LEDDIN 243; DAVE LEMONIER 16,800; LINDA LEVINE 50; LEXIPOL, LLC
5,383; LFC ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 3,500; LIFETIME FITNESS 1,400; LINJEN
PROMOTIONS, INC. 1,080; LOWE'S HOME CENTERS, INC. 3,061; M & M AUTO GLASS
570; M. COOPER WIN SUPPLY 554; MIAND, INC. 20,000; MARLIN BUSINESS BANK
2,379; DOMINICK MARNEILL 1,573; MARTIN IMPLEMENT 13,048; MARTIN'S FLAG
COMPANY, LLC 260; CATE MCCORMACK 65; DONNA MCNAMARA 400; MEADE 7,500;
MESIROW INSURANCE SERVICES 4,752; METRA GROUP TRAVEL 480; METROPOLITAN
MAYORS CAUCUS 322; MIDAS AUTO SERVICE 366; MIDWEST RADAR & EQUIPMENT 160;
MINUTEMEN PRESS 31; JAMES MOLLOY 700; MONROE TRUCK EQUIPMENT 3,118; MORaine
VALLEY COMM. COLLEGE 740; MORTON SALT, INC 30,813; MILLIE MOY 39; MARK MUCHA
400; MUELLER & CO., LLP 2,660; MULTISTATE TRANSMISSION 4,081; MUNICIPAL
SYSTEMS, INC. 15,600; MUNICIPAL CLERKS OF S/W SUBURB 30; NATIONAL ARBOR DAY
FOUNDATION 15; NATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT TECH 840; NATIONAL PUBLIC SAFETY 149;
NATIONAL BAND & TAG CO. 225; NEW PIG 186; NICOR GAS 18,086; NITE OWL PRINTS,
LLC 978; KELLI NOLAN 87; NANCY NORKIEWICZ 812; NORTH EAST MULTI-REGIONAL
3,246; WILLIAM O'DONOVAN 300; RAY O'HERRON CO 6,817; BRIAN O'NEILL 2,570;
ODELSON & STERK 51,318; OLANDER FLORIST, INC 210; RICARDO OLIVA 82; ONE UP
SIGNS 1,322; ORIENTAL TRADING COMPANY 1,271; ORKIN 1,287; ORLAND PARK AREA
CHAMBER OF 875; ORLAND PARK BANK & TRUST 200; OVERDOORS OF ILLINOIS, INC
3,756; PACE VANPOOL 1,325; DAVID PADILLA 540; HOLLIE PADILLA 360; JONATHAN
PAJAK 225; PALERMO'S 528; DANNY PAPPAS 8,184; PARK HARDWARE 3,382; KATHY
PETREY 750; JEFFREY PHILIPPE 1,350; RAYMOND PIETRUCHA 1,008; PITNEY BOWES
272; PITNEY BOWES 2,495; ALEX PODOLAK 200; PRECISION PRINTING, INC. 1,020;
PRINCIPAL LIFE INSURANCE CO 24,573; PRINTERING BY JOSEPH 295; PRISONER BENCH,
LLC 642; PROVEN BUSINESS SYSTEMS 2,333; QUILL CORPORATION 129; RAINBOW FARMS
2,760; RDS & ASSOCIATES, INC 408,500; REIMER DOBROVOLNY & KARLSON 8,120;
RENTAL MAX 243; THOMSON REUTER - WEST 238; RICH'S YAMAHA 1,307; BILL RICHTER
150; SUE RIEMAN 80; ROBERT A NOWICKI & ASSOCIATES 12,925; KARISSA ROBERTS 75;
IVAN ROBLES 195; DON ROCA-DAWSON 200; JAMES ROCHE & ASSOCIATES 50,456;
ROLLINS PALUMBO CREATIVE 3,319; ROLLINS AQUATIC SOLUTIONS 5,626; ROYAL
PUBLISHING CO. 415; RYDER TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 5,764; RYDIN DECAL 1,521;
S.S.A.C.O.P. 100; SALINA'S CATERING 877; SAM'S CLUB 1,251; FRANK SANCHEZ 270;
DENISE SANDSTROM 172; SANTO SPORTS STORE 978; SARAH'S PONY RIDES, INC. 400;
SAUNORIS' 10,590; BOB SCHIRMER 800; CRAIG SCHMIDT 522; THOMAS P. SCULLY
1,050; SECRETARY OF STATE 514; SESAC 417; FAYSAL SHALABI 40; SHARE
CORPORATION 249; VERONICA SHEAHAN 169; ZIAD SHEBEAN 50; FATEH SHEBEAN 39;
SHERWIN WILLIAMS 4,747; THE SIDWELL COMPANY 385; SILK SCREEN EXPRESS, INC.
391; SAM SMONE 3,889; SIMPLEXGRINNELL 185; SIRCHIE 246; SKIDDLES THE CLOWN,
INC. 400; SKIDRIL INDUSTRIES LLC 1,665; SOCCER SHOTS 2,624; SOLUTION 3
GRAPHICS, INC. 1,060; SOUTH SUBURBAN TENNIS ACADEMY 5,924; SOUTH SUBURBAN
MAYORS & 12,640; SOUTH SUBURBAN MAYOR 1,150; SOUTHWEST CONFERENCE OF MAYORS
6,400; SOUTHWEST MAJOR CASE UNIT 750; DENISE SPIESS 75; JOHN SPRINGBRUNN 1,700; ST MORELAND PROPERTIES 559,000; STAPLES BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 215; FEMI SULYMAN 1,675; SUMMERSKYZ, INC. 350; SUNLIGHT DUST CONTROL 4,334; THOM SWABOWSKI 200; T & H TIMING 1,008; JIM TABOR 150; TAPCO 528; TEAM REIL, INC. 545; TEAMSTER LOCAL UNION #727 61,303; TECH SERVICES 24,854; TEMPLE DISPLAY, LTD 9,241; TEPFER CONSULTING GROUP LTD 4,000; THE MASTER BLASTERS 225; THOMPSON ELEVATOR 1,430; THORTON EQUIPMENT SERVICES, 6,200; THOSE FUNNY LITTLE 300; TINLEY PARK GLASS CORPORATION 310; TINLEY PARK KIRBY 350; TOM KATS GYMNASTICS INC. 2,600; TOMAHAWK LIVE TRAP COMPANY 466; TOMSON PRODUCTS 120; TREASURER, STATE OF ILLINOIS 1,170; ANGELA TURNER 75; TYCO INTEGRATED SECURITY LLC 3,028; KURT UNIEK 180; UNITED HEALTHCARE INSURANCE CO 89,558; UNITED LABORATORIES 895; UNITED RADIO COMM, INC. 4,968; UNITED RENT-A-FENCE 3,587; UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 100; UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 180; US BANK 4,831; VALADE HEATING & COOLING, INC. 7,960; VAN DAM AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 47,064; VANBRUGGEN SIGNS 948; TANJA VELEZ 334; VERIZON WIRELESS 7,534; VILLAGE OF ORLAND PARK 162,837; AHMED VIQUAR 80; BRENDA VIRGEN 40; WALMART 5,646; WALZ SCALE 780; WAYFAIR, LLC 163; THE WEGLARZ COMPANY 1,182,500; TIMOTHY WILLIS 180; WORD SYSTEMS, INC. 2,121; PATRICK ZARNOWSKI 851; ZOOS ARE US, INC 795; PAM ZUFAN 120; TOTAL 4,650,232;